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Nanoscience or Nanoscience Fiction?
The concept of nanotechnology, as first mentioned by 
Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman in his famous 1959 
“nanotechnology” lecture on “Plenty of Room at the 
Bottom”, proposed that atom-by-atom assembly of 
materials might someday be possible. Many people 
think that “molecular manufacturing” proposed by 
futurist Eric Drexler in his 1991 MIT PhD dissertation 
is science fiction. Unlike conventional chemical batch 
synthesis of finished products from raw materials, 
“molecular manufacturing” would create products in 
an atom-by-atom assembly in a form of “desktop 
manufacturing”. As of 2007 this has not yet been 
accomplished to the degree of real “molecular 
manufacturing”.

Due to its controversial status, Drexler’s “molecular 
manufacturing” was overtly removed from the 
National Nanotechnology Initiative passed by 
Congress and signed into law in 2001.  But it is a 
topic that will probably not go away. If it were indeed 
possible it would revolutionize manufacturing as we 
know it. 

Source: 

Source: 



An Ugly Debate About the Feasibility of 
“Molecular Manufacturing”

Richard SmalleyEric Drexler

In a rather heated series of back-and-forth debates, Eric Drexler and Richard 
Smalley argued about the feasibility of “molecular manufacturing”. Smalley 
contended that it was impossible due to the inability to pick up and position atoms 
quickly enough while Drexler countered that smaller components could self-
assemble and then be positioned as larger pieces later in the process.



http://www.house.gov/jec/publications/110/nanotechnology_03-22-07.pdf



The NNI’s strategic plan sets out four main goals:25

• Maintain a world-class research and development program to 
exploit the full potential of nanotechnology.

• Facilitate the transfer of nanotechnology into products for 
economic growth, jobs, and other public benefits.

• Develop educational resources, a skilled workforce, and the
supporting infrastructure to advance nanotechnology.

• Support responsible development of nanotechnology.

National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)

25 National Science and Technology Council, The National Nanotechnology 
Initiative, Strategic Plan, Washington D.C., December 2004. Available at: 
http://www.nano.gov/NNI_Strategic_Plan_2004.pdf.

http://www.house.gov/jec/publications/110/nanotechnology_03-22-07.pdf



“Quantum dot” nanocrystals… Nie, 2002

“Nano-cars” by Dr. 
Tour’s group at 
Rice University

Examples of Nanotechnology Basic Applications

Source:

Source:

Source:

Source:

Source:



Source: http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001459/145951e.pdf

Nanotechnology for the Betterment of Humankind



Nanotechnologies:  Managing the Risks

Source: http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001459/145951e.pdf

In recent years the US government 
and its regulatory institutions has had 
a less precautionary attitude toward 
risk than the European Union. This 
difference in attitudes is likely to 
continue due to concerns about US 
economic competitiveness. However, 
recent changes in the political 
climate will probably move the US to 
a slightly more cautionary position.



Education
Since nanotechnology will produce sweeping changes in most of our lives, 
there must be educational opportunities for:

Young people (K – 12)

Undergraduate college students

Graduate Students

Working scientists

Working professionals in other fields

The General Public



Consumer “Nano-Products”



Antibacterial Kitchenware by Nano Care Technology, Ltd. 

Antibacterial Pet Products by Nano Care Technology, Ltd. 

AccuFlex® Evolution Golf Shaft by Accuflex®

Stealth CNT® Baseball Bat by Easton® Sports, Inc 

Wilson® nCode® Tennis Rackets by Wilson®

Atomic Snow® Izor Skis by Atomic Snow®

First Response® Home Pregnancy Test by Carter-Wallace®
Nano Cosmetics by SongSing Nano Technology Co., Ltd. 

Eddie Bauer® Water Shorts by Eddie Bauer®

Examples (out of hundreds) of “nano” consumer products
(not an endorsement of these products!)

Dockers® Go Khaki® by Dockers®

SPORTS/RECREATION

CLOTHING

PERSONAL

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Eagle One Nanowax® by Eagle One

Zelens® Fullerene C-60 Eye Cream by Zelens®

http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44

http://www.nanocaretech.com/En_ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=13
http://www.nanocaretech.com/En_ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=26
http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44&action=view&product_id=1111
http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44&action=view&product_id=1022
http://www.wilson.com/wilson/racq/flash.jsp?inSp=tn&bmLocale=en
http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44&action=view&product_id=1136
http://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0324/p17s03-wmcn.html?s=rel
http://www.ssnano.net/ehtml/detail1.php?productid=78
http://www.eddiebauer.com/eb/product.asp?product_id=29068&nv=&oessoa=6045421&referringurl=http%3A//www.eddiebaueroutlet.com/jump/eb_product_jump.asp%3Fproduct_id%3D29068%26nv%3D
http://www.us.dockers.com/fal05a/dockers/prod/d_prod.jsp?FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374305314637&bmUID=1137528568100
http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44&action=view&product_id=1149
http://www.zelens.co.uk/


True “Nano-products” versus “Masqueraders”

There are several true advantages to a “nano” approach in products:

Nanoparticles can fill in porous spaces in other materials and make   
them much stronger for only a very small increase in weight

Nanoparticles tend to shed water and prevent staining of surfaces

Nanoparticles can change color and other properties in response to 
temperature and other environmental factors

Nanoparticles on surfaces can create “no-stick” or, at least, “low-stick”
surfaces

Silver nanoparticles tend to kill bacteria and can limit bacterial 
contaminations and odors



Nanotechnologies and the 
Environment



WASHINGTON, DC—Life cycle assessment (LCA) 
—a cradle-to-grave look at the health and 
environmental impact of a material, chemical, or 
product—is an essential tool for ensuring the safe, 
responsible, and sustainable commercialization of 
nanotechnology, U.S. and European experts 
conclude in a new report issued today.

With the number of nanotechnology-enabled 
products entering the market expected to grow 
dramatically—from $30 billion in 2005 to $2.6 trillion 
in global manufactured goods using nanotechnology 
by 2014—“numerous uncertainties exist regarding 
possible impacts on the environment and human 
health,” the international authors observe in 
Nanotechnology and Life Cycle Assessment: A 
Systems Approach to Nanotechnology and the 
Environment

http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-
assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development

Assessing the environmental impact of 
emerging nanotechnologies

http://www.nanotechproject.org/file_download/168
http://www.nanotechproject.org/file_download/168
http://www.nanotechproject.org/file_download/168
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development


“The lack of toxicity data specific to nanomaterials is a repeating theme in this and in other studies related to 
nanotech environmental, health, and safety concerns,” says Andrew Maynard, chief scientist for the Project on 
Emerging Nanotechnologies. “Nanotechnology is no longer a scientific curiosity. Its products are in the 
workplace, the environment, and home. But if people are to realize nanotechnology’s benefits—in electronics, 
medicine, sustainable energy, and better materials for building, clothing and packaging—the federal 
government needs an effective risk research strategy and sufficient funding in agencies responsible for 
oversight to do the job.”

http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-
essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development ( NanoLCA.pdf )

Figure 1-1: Possible exposure routes for nanoparticles based on current and potential future
applications (adopted from The Royal Society & Royal Academy of Engineering 2004)

Little is currently known about the toxicity of nanomaterials

http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development


Do not wait to have near-perfect data;
Be modest about uncertainties; clearly state relevant uncertainty aspects and 

assumptions;
Draw conclusions in the case of major or significant improvements; otherwise, state 

that the nanoproduct and the conventional product are equivalent;
At this early stage, target estimates in the direction of protecting humans and the
environment;
Separate the category indicators, grouping them by relevance/uncertainty;
Take care about overselling the benefits of the new nanoproduct, since assessment
methodologies will improve and might show “problems” in the future;
Work with toxicologists and other scientists (geographical and socio-economic
impacts) to review data and bound the issue;
Make data available for future LCA comparisons at the highest disaggregation level that 
is acceptable from a confidentiality perspective; at a disaggregation level that is
compatible with data availability (in terms of breakdown of processes); and
as disaggregated as possible for further applications in assessment; and
Include explanations of assumptions and approaches.

Some Recommendations of the International Conference on  Nano-
technology and Life Cycle Assessment, Washington DC, 2-3 October 2006

http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-
essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development ( NanoLCA.pdf )

http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development
http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-nanotech-commercial-development


Nanotechnologies and the Workplace



http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2007-123/pdfs/2007-123.pdf

The goals for NIOSH’s  NTRC 
(Nanotechnology Research Center) are as 
follows:

1. Determine if nanoparticles and 
nanomaterials pose risks for work-related
injuries and illnesses.

2. Conduct research on the application of 
nanotechnology for the prevention
of work-related injuries and illnesses.

3. Promote healthy workplaces through 
interventions, recommendations,
and capacity building.

4. Enhance global workplace safety and 
health through national and international
collaborations on nanotechnology 
research and guidance.

NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) 
is attempting to formulate workplace safety standards



http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/20
07-123/pdfs/2007-123.pdf

Protecting Workers 
in the Workplace

Increasingly US workers will find 
themselves handling nanomaterials 
in the workplace. Appropriate 
protection standards must be put in 
place to insure their safety.



Assessing Hazards in the Workplace

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2007-123/pdfs/2007-123.pdf



http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2007-123/pdfs/2007-123.pdf

Establishing a Nanotechnology Safety System



Military / National Security
Nanotechnologies for

Source:  http://web.mit.edu/isn/



Nanotechnology is increasingly seen as a 
matter of national security

Annual DoD investment in nanotechnology; 2006 estimated. 
(Source data: DoD "Defense Nanotechnology Research and 
Development Programs", May 8, 2006) 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=2&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nano.gov%2Fhtml%2Fres%2FDefenseNano2006.pdf&ei=HWNWRb66B5q2YOPKyeoG&usg=__OOJ8jQlqQtPMahYSIW_1Ls9ArHs=&sig2=qrvYL1XwBKUZeCMECEo9Qg
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=2&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nano.gov%2Fhtml%2Fres%2FDefenseNano2006.pdf&ei=HWNWRb66B5q2YOPKyeoG&usg=__OOJ8jQlqQtPMahYSIW_1Ls9ArHs=&sig2=qrvYL1XwBKUZeCMECEo9Qg
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=2&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nano.gov%2Fhtml%2Fres%2FDefenseNano2006.pdf&ei=HWNWRb66B5q2YOPKyeoG&usg=__OOJ8jQlqQtPMahYSIW_1Ls9ArHs=&sig2=qrvYL1XwBKUZeCMECEo9Qg


•Change colors on command to camouflage in changing environments—even 
manipulate light to make soldiers invisible in the field. 

•Change a shirtsleeve into a splint or a pant leg into a rigid cast in the field if a 
soldier is injured. 

•Possess built-in sensors of each soldier's physical condition and location in the 
battlefield so command posts can monitor soldiers from a distance. 

•Weave radio communications materials directly into the uniform's fabric—providing 
soldiers flexibility and lighter loads. 

•Automatically administer medicines and transmit vital signs to distant medics—who 
could then potentially perform medical triage on soldiers in the field. 

•Provide impact protection materials and systems including ballistic and shrapnel. 

•Provide chemical and biological protection materials and systems. 

Some Potential Military Applications of 
Nanotechnology

http://www.isa.org/InTechTemplate.cfm?Section=InTech&template=/ContentMan
agement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=26714



U.S. Army has 'big plans' for nanotechnology
http://www.smalltimes.com/Articles/Article_Display.cfm?ARTICLE_ID=268741&p=109

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., May 28, 2003 ? From shape-shifting armor to fabric that can turn 
away microbes as well as bullets to new power sources, the U.S. Army has big plans 
for nanotechnology. With help from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the 
military has finally started to get cracking. 
At a ceremony last week, MIT and Army officials unveiled their new Institute for Soldier 
Nanotechnologies: a 28,000-square-foot facility that marshals government, academic 
and industrial resources to develop a new generation of equipment the average soldier 
will take into combat. 
The ISN, as it is called, was announced last year with a $50 million contract from the 
Army. MIT enlisted three industrial partners  DuPont, Raytheon and CIMIT to begin 
basic research on subjects such as conductive polymers, germ-resistant fabrics and 
enhanced medical sensors. At last week's formal opening, several hundred soldiers, 
scientists and business executives witnessed the first demonstrations of new materials 
science research that the ISN hopes to bring into reality.
The institute also named six new industrial partners: Partners Healthcare, Dow 
Corning, Triton Systems, Dendritic Nanotechnologies Inc., Nomadics Inc. and Carbon 
Nanotechnologies Inc. 

http://web.mit.edu/isn/
http://web.mit.edu/isn/
http://web.mit.edu/isn/
http://studio.financialcontent.com/Engine?Account=smalltimes&PageName=QUOTE&Ticker=RTN
http://12.159.67.172/
http://www.partners.org/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.dowcorning.com/
http://www.smalltimes.com/document_display.cfm?document_id=4276#CNI


Nanotechnologies and Healthcare

Art:  Da Vinci’s 
“Vitruvian Man” 1490

We have come a long way…

but we still have so far to go!



US NANOTECHNOLOGY HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS DEMAND
(million dollars)

% Annual Growth

Item 2004 2009 2014 09/04 20/04

Nanotec
h Health 
Care 
Product 
Demand

906 6500 27700 48 35

Pharmac
euticals

406 3000 16600 49 39

Diagnosti
cs

465 1100 2200 19 14

Medical 
Supplies 
& 
Devices

35 2400 8900 133 50

© 2005 by The Freedonia Group, Inc 

http://www.freedoniagroup.com

US Nanotechnology Health Care Product 
Demand to Reach $6.5 Billion in 2009

Cleveland, OH | May 10, 2005 

Demand for nanotechnology health care products in 
the US is projected to increase nearly 50 percent per 
year to $6.5 billion in 2009. Gains will be led by the 
introduction of new, improved cancer and central 
nervous system therapies based on solubilization 
technologies. Diagnostic tests based on nanoarrays 
and quantum dots, and imaging agents based on 
superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles will also 
see strong growth. In spite of progress in introducing 
new products, the vast potential of nanotechnology in 
the health care field will not be fully realized for at 
least a decade as stringent regulatory barriers and 
technical complexities delay the commercialization of 
targeted drug delivery systems, tissue regenerators 
and other breakthrough products. However, by 2020, 
demand for nanotechnology health care products is 
projected to exceed $100 billion. These and other 
trends are presented in Nanotechnology in Health 
Care, a new study from The Freedonia Group, Inc., a 
Cleveland-based market research firm. 

Nano Healthcare Products are Projected to Grow with 
Some Delays Due to Stringent Regulatory Barriers



Some ways that nanotechnologies 
will impact on healthcare

Greatly improved “directed therapies” for treating cancer 
using new nano- drug/gene delivery systems

Tiny implantable devices to monitor health.

New point-of-care and home healthcare devices.

Tiny implantable devices with nanobiosensors to treat 
chronic diseases (diabetes, cardiovascular, arthritis, 
Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease,…) with fewer 
side-effects.



Engineering Nanomedical 
Systems for Directed 

Therapies

A Personal, futuristic (5-15 years from now) perspective 
of the impact of nanotechnologies on healthcare



Concepts of Medicine
In 1490, 1966 and 2005

1966 science fiction 2007 science

Art:  Da Vinci’s 
“Vitruvian Man” 1490



 

Voyage of the 
Nano-Surgeons

NASA-funded scientists are crafting 
microscopic vessels that can venture into the 

human body and repair problems – one cell at 
a time. 

 

January 15, 2002: It's like a scene from 
the movie "Fantastic Voyage." A tiny 
vessel -- far smaller than a human cell -- 
tumbles through a patient's bloodstream, 
hunting down diseased cells and 
penetrating their membranes to deliver 
precise doses of medicines.  

Only this isn't Hollywood. This is real 
science. 

Right: Tiny capsules much smaller than 
these blood cells may someday be injected 
into people's bloodstreams to treat conditions ranging from cancer to radiation damage. Copyright 
1999, Daniel Higgins, University of Illinois at Chicago. 

http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2002/15jan_nano.htm



From the Greek “bios” = life 
and “mimesis” = imitation…

“Biomimicry is a new science 
that studies nature’s models 
and then imitates or takes 
inspiration from these 
designs and processes to 
solve human problems.”
[from the preface of Biomimicry]

Biomimicry Biomimicry –– Can Nature Provide Can Nature Provide 
Some of the Answers?Some of the Answers?



Why does Nanomedicine Represent a 
Huge Promise for Health Care?

Earlier diagnosis increases chances of survival. By the 
time some symptoms are evident to either the doctor or 

the patient, it may be already too late.

Conventional medicine is reactive to tissue-level problems 
that are happening at the symptomatic level. Nanomedicine 
will diagnose and treat problems at the molecular level 
inside single-cells, prior to traditional symptoms.
Conventional medicine is not readily available to much of 
humanity because it is labor-intensive and that labor is 
sophisticated and expensive. Nanomedicine will be much 
more preventive, comparatively inexpensive because it will 
minimize use of expensive human experts, and can be 
more readily mass produced and distributed.



Preventing cancer at the single 
cell level using nanosystems?

Concept: Since cancer is a multi-step process 
is it possible to not only destroy cells in the very 
early stages of carcinogenesis but perhaps 
redirect them back onto normal pathways? The 
current boundary between very early detection 
and prevention will blur.



Features of Nanomedicine
Beyond the obvious application of nanotechnology to medicine, the 

approach is fundamentally different:

Nanomedicine is a “nano-” approach NOT just due to the nano size. It 
is the nanotechnology “bottoms-up” rather than “tops-down” approach 
to medicine.
Nanomedicine uses “nano-tools” (e.g. smart nanoparticles) that are 
roughly 1000 times smaller than a cell (knives to microsurgery to 
nanosurgery … )
Nanomedicine is the treatment or repair (regenerative medicine, not 
just killing of diseased cells) of tissues and organs, WITHIN
individually targeted cells, cell-by-cell.
Nanomedicine can combine use of molecular biosensors to provide for 
feedback control of treatment and repair. Drug use is targeted and 
adjusted appropriately for individual cell treatment at the proper dose 
for each cell (single-cell medicine).



Y
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Concept: Smart Nanomedicine Systems with 
Control of Gene/Drug Delivery within Single Cells
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Y
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Targeting molecules (e.g. an 
antibody, an DNA, RNA or peptide 
sequence, a ligand, a thioaptamer), 
in proper combinations for more 
precise nanoparticle delivery

Biomolecular sensors
(for error-checking 
and/or gene switch)

Leary and Prow, PCT (USA and Europe) Patent pending 2005



The Multi-Step Targeting Process in 
Nanomedical Systems



Example of multilayered magnetic 
nanoparticle for in-vivo use

Prow, T.W., Grebe, R., Merges, C., Smith, J.N., McLeod, D.S., Leary, J.F., 
Gerard A. Lutty, G.A. "Novel therapeutic gene regulation by genetic biosensor 
tethered to magnetic nanoparticles for the detection and treatment of 
retinopathy of prematurity"  Molecular Vision 12: 616-625, 2006



One Solution to the Problem of 
Targeted Drug Delivery

“Nanofactories”

Don’t try to guess the proper amount of drug for each 
cell. Manufacture it to the needs of that specific cell. 
With upstream biomolecular switches and feedback 
control, it doesn’t matter how many nanoparticles are 
able to successfully target to a rare cell in-vivo. The 
total output of therapeutic genes from all targeted 
nanoparticles will self regulate to the proper dose for 
that cell.



Concept of nanoparticle-based “nanofactories”
(NF) manufacturing therapeutic genes inside living 

cells for single cell treatments

cell membrane

Multilayered 
nanoparticle

The nanoparticle delivery system delivers the therapeutic gene template which 
uses the host cell machinery and local materials to manufacture therapeutic 
gene sequences that are expressed under biosensor-controlled delivery.

nucleus

cell

cytoplasm

Therapeutic gene/drug

Molecular Biosensor 
control switch 

YYYYYYYYYY
YY

YYY

NF

NF

Gene 
manufacturing 
machinery



Concept of nanoparticle-based “nanofactories”
(NF) manufacturing therapeutic genes inside living 

cells for single cell treatments

cell membrane

Multilayered 
nanoparticle

The nanoparticle delivery system delivers the therapeutic gene template which 
uses the host cell machinery and local materials to manufacture therapeutic 
gene sequences that are expressed under biosensor-controlled delivery.

nucleus
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Therapeutic gene/drug
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Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2004.
ISBN: 1-58603-467-7 ( http://www.ifs.tu-
darmstadt.de/fileadmin/phil/nano/johnson.pdf )
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Woodrow Wilson Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies 
( http://www.nanotechproject.org/index.php?id=44 )
UNESCO Bulletin: The Ethics and Politics of Nanotechnology
( http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001459/145951e.pdf )
Nanotechnology and Life Cycle Assessment: A Systems Approach to 
Nanotechnology and the Environment
( http://www.nanotechproject.org/111/32007-life-cycle-assessment-essential-to-
nanotech-commercial-development )
U.S. Army has 'big plans' for nanotechnology(MIT’s Institute for Soldier 
Nanotechnologies) 
(http://www.smalltimes.com/Articles/Article_Display.cfm?ARTICLE_ID=268741&p
=109)
Janine M. Benyus. Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature, New York: William 
Morrow. & Co., 1997, 308 pp., ISBN 0-688-13691-5
Aspen Ideas Festival- Interview with Janine Benyus: 
(http://www.aspeninstitute.org/atf/cf/%7BDEB6F227-659B-4EC8-8F84-
8DF23CA704F5%7D/Transcript_Biomimicry.pdf )
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Foresight Nanotech Institute (Eric Drexler’s original non-profit organization)
http://www.foresight.org
K. Eric Drexler, Engines of Creation 2.0 (2007) 
(“free” download from http://alfin2100.blogspot.com/2007/02/eric-drexlers-engines-
of-creation-20.html )
Introductory comments by author:
(http://www.kurzweilai.net/meme/frame.html?main=/articles/art0697.html?m%3D18 ) 
Robert Freitas, Nanomedicine 
http://www.foresight.org/Nanomedicine/ (Robert Freitas’ version of nanomedicine)
Drexler-Smalley Debates (original text)
( http://pubs.acs.org/cen/coverstory/8148/8148counterpoint.html )
Ray Kurzweil, The Drexler-Smalley Debate on Molecular Assembly (commentary)
( http://www.kurzweilai.net/meme/frame.html?main=/articles/art0604.html )
Eric Drexler and Chris Peterson, Unbounding the Future: the Nanotechnology 
Revolution, 1991
(http://www.foresight.org/UTF/Unbound_LBW/index.html )
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